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2018’s finances for the club have been dominated by the renewals project which was
successfully completed at the start of our financial year in Q3 2017.The project ran to financial
schedule and was completed on budget. We still have some liability to both Chiltern and the
consultant we used to advise on the project. This liability is £3,968.84 for which we are
awaiting invoices and the completion of snagging work by the contractors.
Income is fairly flat on last year although as a whole membership income is down due to fewer
adult and children members. This is something the club, both committee, coaching team and
members should continue to make a priority as it is vital for the future our membership that
income is retained. Indeed our business plan would read very differently with 30 more adult
members and allow more investment or a lower membership fee. As a reminder, currently 50%
of the membership fee goes directly into the sinking fund to ensure we can maintain the courts
and replace them when the time comes. Our plan is to save around £10k per year on average
Tournament fees are high due to the recent open tournament. Match fees are up due to carry
over from 16/17 which is the same for club champ fees. Coaching income is up due to a fuller
program being in place although I expect this to decline next year as we build the programme
again. Floodlight monies are down perhaps due to the exceptional summer.
Apart from the renewals expenses the overall expenditure is down mainly due to lower coach
payments, reflecting lower child members and the donation of the proceeds from the Open
Tournament which we were unable to make in this financial year due to timing.
Overall the club is in good financial shape even after replacing the courts. This will allow us to
continue to invest in the facilities and ensure they are at the top of what we can expect to play
on in the area.
This AGM I am stepping down as treasurer to take on the same role for the Sports club (it’s a
lot more complicated so wish me luck!). I’ve enjoyed being part of the committee through some
big changes to the club and it’s great to leave the post after the completion of a major project
with such a healthy balance sheet.
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